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1. The Board will recall that at its fourth session it adopted a 

"The Executive Board 

REQUESTS the Director-General to enter into communication with such 
governments as may be appropriate with a view to arranging with the 
respective Central Banks local currency credits frnm which to meet 
the expenditures of the Organization, the sums withdrawn frpm these 
credits to be repaid from contributions in that currency from 
Member States for the ensuing years 

AUTHORIZES the Director-General to make such arrangements as he 
deems desirable hereunder and to report his progress ttereon to 
the fifth session of the Executive Bpard." 

2. Correspondence has been exchanged, with central banks in this respect 

but no arrangements have yet been made. However, the Director-General 

is continuing his negotiations and a full report will Pe submitted to the 

Board during the session. 
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resolution reading as follows: 
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The Dire с tor-Gene ral has been concerned with this problem since the 

inception of ТШ0 and has been determined to find some means of overcoming the 

numerous difficulties involved in accepting contributions in currencies other 

than S-vviss Franca or Dollars. 

1 
The question was discussed atthe First World Health Assembly and at the 

2 
first, second and third sessions of the Executive Board. 

3 

The Second World Health Assembly passed two resolutions on this subject 

and at the fourth Session of the Executive Board the following resolution was 

adopted s-

"The Executive Board 

(1) REQUESTS the Director-General to enter into communication with 
» 

such governments as may be appropriate with a view to arranging 

with the respective central banks local currency credits from 

which to meet the expenditures of the Organization, the sums with-

drawn from these credits to be repaid from с ontributions in that 

currency from Member States for the ensuing year; 

(2) AUTHORIZES the Director-General to make such arrangements as he 

deems desirable hereunder and to report his progress thereon to 

the fifth session of the Executive Board." 

As requested by the Board, the Director-General addressed communications, 

to the appropriate Governments in July and October 1949. At the time of 

preparation of this document, no replies have been received from the 

Governments of Denmark and France. 

A reply dated 7 December 1949 was received from the Government of Egypt 

(Annex I). The additional information requested was furnished to the 

Government of Egypt, and the Director of the Eastern Mediterranean Regional 

Office was requested to follow up this matter direct. A cable from the Directo 

of the Eastern Mediterranean Regional Office was. received stating., in part: 

"EGYPTIAN GOVERNMENT ... PREPARED TO ADVANCE UP TO 
THIRTY THOUSAND EGYPTIAN POUNDS TO BE PAID BACK 
PARTLY BY EGYPTIAN POUNDS EQUIVALENT TO EGYPT^ 
CONTRIBUTION AND REMINDER TO BE REPAID IN DOLLARS" 
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This proposal cannot be accepted without further ««tion by the World Health 

Assembly, since the second world Health Assembly, in Resolution WHA 2.58， 

established the principle that all Member Governments should have equal 

rights in paying their proportionate share of their contribution in such 

currencies as might be acceptable. The Organization, therefore, could 

not agree to a proposal which would benefit only the Egyptian Government. 

An exchange of correspondence with the United Kingdom Government 

followed by talks with United： Kingdom Treasury officials, resulted, in a 

communication from that Government dated 10 January 1950 (Лппе̂  ... 

The requirements set forth in paragraph 2 of the above letter could 

not be agreed to by the Organization since they contradicted the. principles 

laid down in the second World Health Assembly's resolution WHA 2.58 

referred to above. 

The proposal set forth in paragraph 3 of this letter, namely that hard 

currency resources should be used for the purchase of sterling, is the 

procedure now followed by the Organization. One of the main principles 

of the plan to borrow currencies from various governments was to make it 

unnecessary for the Organization to use its hard currency for this purpose, 

and thus enable Meœber Nations to pay a portion of their contributions in 

currencies other than US dollars or Swi
s s
 francs. If the proposal set 

forth in paragraph 3 were followed, the Organization would not be able to 

scœpt part payment of Member Nations' contributions in such currencies. 

It will be noted from paragraph 4 of this letter that it is very 

doubtful if the Treasury officials of the United Kingdom would be prepared 

to implement the scheme. 

The Director-General also wishes to bring to the attention of the 

Executive Board a letter dated 30 hhy 1949 from Dr. Melville Mackenzie 

(Annex III),吡ich indicates that even if 1iie Organization had at its 

disposal sterling ñ m d s , their use would be limited, because of the 

application of the United Kingdom's export regulations. 

A n o f f e r w a s a l s o

 received from the Government of India, through the 

Director of the South-East Asia Regional Office, to advance such funds as 

might be required for operations of the Organization in the South-East 

Asia Region. Unfortunately, through a misunderstanding, ihis offer was 

predicated on the assumption that the Government of India would' be able 

to deduct the full amount of such advances from its contributions to the 

World Health Organization, and as such enaction would be directly opposed 
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to the principle laid down by the Second World Health Assembly,
1

 this 

offer could not be accepted. The Director of the South-E
a
st Asia . 

Regional Office has made further enquiries to determine if the Government 

of India would be willing to advance the necessary sums oven though the 

amount set off against its contribution would be limited to its proportionate； 

share. Although a definite reply has not yet been received, information 

from the Regional Director indicates that it is extremely doubtful that the 

Government of India would be interssted in advancing such credits unless 

the amount could be offset against 工ndia
!

s contribution. 

Meanwhile, in an effort to explore all possible means of putting the 

plan into effect, the Director-General has enquired of soma coimnercial 

banking firms concerning the possibilities of borrowing various currencies 

needed, through their regular comercial channels. Attached are extracts 

from letters received from the Chese National Bank of the City of New York 

Unne'x IV) and Lloyds and. National Provincial Foreign Bank Limited (Annex V). 

To summarize the situation, the Direсtoi-General wishes to point out 

that it TOuld appear impossible to implement the plan as far as sterling 

and Straits dollars are concerned, which would rule cut application of the 

plan to any expenditures made in the United Kingdom and the Malay Straits 

(the Singapore Office). If the negotiations with the Govornment of India 

prove successful, arrangements could be mad<? to provide the necessary 

currencies for the Organization's operation in that area. The adminis-

tration could then borrow through commercial channels the French irancs， 

Danish kroner and Egyptian pounds necessary to provide for the 

Organization's needs in those currencies. 

The Director-General wishes, however) to draw the attention of the 

Executive Board to the fact that the total expenditure in rupees, French 

francs, Danish kroner and Egyptian pounds will probably not exceed 

Й70，000 (which amounts to G,Yl% of 16,000,000，the limitation which the 

Committee on Administration and Finance is recommending for expenditure 

in 1950). 

The proportionate share of the contribution of each Member Governmsnt 

in each of the four currencies involved would be veiy small, and it is 

questionable if the governments would find that the advantages of paying' 

such small amounts in the various currencies would warrant the financial 

arrangements which each government would be required to make. 

The Director-General also wishes to invite the attention of the Board 

1
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 export and currcncy restrictions of the countries 

involved might further reduce the amount which could be used in local 

currencies. The export restrictions in most countries make it necessary 

for purchases to be paid for in hard currency. Likewise, international 

travel in most countries must be paid for in hard currencies. The 

Director-General therefore finds it difficult to estimate the exact amount 

which the Organization might in fact be able to use in currencies other 

than dollars or Swiss francs. 

The Director-General also wishes to point out to the Executive Board 

that the application of this scheme would involve a heavy additional 

administrative burden on the Secretariat in making arrangements for borrow-

ing the various currencies and in advising the Member Governments of their 
S h a r e S 0 f

 ^Payment, keeping the necessary records and ascertaining whether 
o r n o t

 various governments would in fact take advantage of the 

opportunity of repaying in those currencies. 

In view of the many difficulties already encountered in his efforts 

to implement the plan, the Director-General wishes the guidance of the 

Executive Board. In any event, the Director-General considers that the 

problem is of sufficient importance for him to give it further study. 

This problem is one in which all the specialized agencies and the United 

Nations are interested and. it is to be studied by the Administrative 

Committee on Co-ordination. 

№ e E x e C u t i v e B o a r d

 腿У ̂ ¿refere wish to consider a resolution along 
the following linesî 

"THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 

HAVING CONSIDERED the efforts made by the Director-General to . 

. i m p l e m e n t the tentative plan envisaged under the resolution 

adopted at the Fourth Session; and 

• TAKING NOTE of the difficulties which have been encountered 

•by the Director-General in his endeavours to develop a plan 

.which may make possible the acceptance of contributions in 

currencies other than US dollars or Swiss francsj 

CONCURS ins 

(1) the Director-General's opinion that it will be necessary 

to accept contributions to the 1950 budget in US dollars or 

Swiss francsj and 

(2) the Director-General's desire that this matter should be 

given further study, including its consideration by the 

Administrative Committee on Co-ordination.»'" 



MINISTERE DE L'HYGIENE PUBLIQUE Le Caire, le 7.12.1949 

The Direetor-Generai 
World Health Organization 
Palais des Mations 
GENEVA 

Sir, 

Reference your letter dated July 28, 1949, réf. 205-3-25 and 

further to my letter dated 23 ult. regarding the resolution of the 

Second World Health Assembly to accept part of the contributions to the 

operating budget of WHO in local currencies of Member Countries, I ha_ve 

the honour to inform you that the Egyptian Government agrees in principle 

to granting credits to ¥H0 on the lines outlined in your letter, but would 

appreciate it if information with regard to the amount likely to be 

expended in 1950 by the Organization in Egyptian Currency could be sent to 

thi芦 Ministry, 

工 have the honour to be
> 

Sir, 

Your obedient servant. 

Dr; Aly Yehia Bey. 
Dr\ M. Nazif Bey, M.D., D.P.H. 
Under Secretary of State 
Ministry of Public- Health 

Cairo, Egypt, 



Our Reference? 95026/1/88 
lour Referenceî Fff/msb 

HINISTHÏ OF HEALTH 
WHITEHALL ' • • 

LONDON, S.W.I. 

January 10, 1950 

Dear Mr. Siogel, 

Utilization of Sterling for Expenditures in Currencies 
other than United States dollars and Swiss Francs 

1. You wrote to Mr. Lindsay on the 30th De¿。mbür enclosing draft 
proposals for using sterling for expenditures in currencies other than 
United States dollars and Swiss francs, 

2. As was promised at the meeting held in Mr. Lindsay^ room on 
28th December, the Treasury have gone into the proposals very carefully to 
see if they could be accepted by His Majesty^s Government. But it has been 
found that on two points wo should have to ask for important amendments 
which by themselves might causo YíKO to alter their views on the 
practicability of the scheme. In the first place we should have to insist 
that instead of an option for member countries to pay a percentage of their 
ccntributioris in Sterling, there would have to be a general rule applying 
to all member countries to pay the fixed percentage in'sterling obtained 
from the sale of each member

1

 s own currency in London. For if the USA 
continued to pay its whole contribution in dollars, the UK would virtually 
be receiving only soft currencies in payment for goods for'which they 
would normally receive Swiss francs or other hard curroncy. 

3# The second essential arendnent would be the elimination of the 
proposal to borrow sterling in London against dollar collateral. This 
would mean that the sterling needed to meet the requirements in the first 
would have to be purchased by the sals of Swiss francs or dollars in the 
normal way and the collection of part contributions in sterling in 
subsequent years would have to be based on estimates and not on actual 
expenditure in the previous year. The reason for our objecting to 
borrowing is that under our exchange control regulations organizations with 
headquarters abroad are not permitted to obtain loans against dollar 
collateral and any sterling required has to be obtained by the sale of 
foreign currency to the UK Control. 

4. But even if WHO considered that the scheme could be amended to comply 
with these two conditions, tiie Treasury are extremely doubtful whether the 
real advantage to be derived from part payment of members 丨 contributions in 
sterling would Ьз sufficient to justify His Majesty

!

s Government taking on 
the obligation to provide other

1

 foreign currencies and to allow the export 
of goods for sterling which would normally be paid for in hard currency. 
For the object to be achieved is to reduce the currency burden on member 
cxintries by spreading WHO'S expenditure more evenly ova? both hard and soft 
currency countries. A procédure of collecting part subscriptions in soft 
currency is not essential for this purpose, for it will.be perfectly 
possible for ïiHO to lay down a definite policy of buying more in soft currency 
areas without any such scheme end if it is explained to member countries that 
their burden is being reduced by a more even distribution of expenditure, 
they should be satisfied that the desired result has been achieved by direct 
moans instead of indirectly through a complicated procedure of budgeting for 
and collecting part of each year

1

s expenditure in sterling. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Lindsay r.t Geneva. 

Yours sincerely, 

(signnd) D. BOUCHER 
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Whitehall, London, S.W.I 

30th May 1949 

Bear Mr. Siôgei, 

Thank you for your letter of the 12th April, and please accent mv 
apologies for the delay in replying.

 P S C C e p t m y 

I agree, of course, that the question of the payment of contributions 
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I have assumed that your letter refers only to nobal regular 

Yours sincerely, 

(Signed) MELVILLE MACKENZIE 

Milton P. Siegel,. Esq., 
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 Administration aî d Finance, 
World Health Organization， ' 
Palais-des Nations, 
Geneva. ' 



Extract from letter of 27 December 1949 from the 

Chase National Bank, New York 

«le have at last heard frpm all of our correspondents in connection 
with the inquiry set forth in your letter of November 25th as to whether 
we would be in a position to make available to you leans in several 
foreign currencies during the year 1950. For your convenience I have 
attached in tabular form thé replies which we have received and the 
terms which our correspondents propose. You will observe that in four 
?

u t o f f i v e

 cases our correspondents and the Exchange Control author-
i ^ s were willing to authorize the Iran. In two cases, namely, those 

E n

6
l a n d

 and the Straits Settlements, the reply was in the negative 
In the case of the Straits Settlements, however, the matter was left 
open for further consideration and we have sent them a further wire on 
which we have not as yet had a reply. 

"So that you may have the full story, I will give you, country by 
country, the propositions which we have received. 

1) The National Bank of Egypt, agrees in principle, 
subject to the approval of their Board to grant 1H0 overdraft facilities 
up to about 35,000 Egyptian Pounds for one year with the unconditional 
parantee of Chase to reimburse them in American Dollars for any unpaid 
balance not repaid in 12 months. The interest rate which they propose 
to charge is 3% . 

2) India. The National Bank of India, Limited, has received 
Exchange Control approval, and is prepared to advance Ш0 the Rupee 
equivalent of $100,000 as needed during 1950, to be.repaid in 1951， the 
^terest rate to be the same as the Reserve Bank of India discount rate, 
this rate now being 3%, but under no circumstances would the rate thev 
charged be less than 3% 

3

》
S t r a l t s

 Settlements. The Mercantile Bank of India Ltd. in 
Singapore infoims us that the Straits Settlements Exchange Control will 
"

o t a

PProve an overdraft. In turning down the request, however, the 
fxc^nge Control stated that they "wuld not nomally grant an overdraft 
t

n n a t u r e o f t h a t

 Proposed, but further consideration will be given 
二。

 t h e

 matter if you (The Mercantile Bank) can ascertain the probable 
duration of the overdraft and the reason preventing the transfer of the 
ycessary funds from the U.S.A.« It is apparent that they did not 

understand the transaction, and for this reason we are cabling 

二
 e x p l a n a t i o n s i n t h e h

。pe that they may change their minds. W
e 

shall advise you upon receipt of further word from them. 

4) Denmark. Den Danske Landmansbank Hypothek-Og Vekselbank Akt 
have agreed to advance approximately 1,000,000 Kroners against the 
agreement of Chase to reimburse. They propose charging interest at the 
гаъе of 4-1/2% per annum until further advice. 

！ ' 

？) The Chase Bank, Paris, a branch of a wholly o m e d 
affiliate of The Chase National Bank, has received permission from the 
Exchange Control authorities to lend ТОЮ up to 7,000,000 Francs As 

are Probably aware, the French Banking Syndicate puts a floor under 
fterest rates ivhich may be charged by banks operating in France In 
this case, the minlinum charge permitted would be 5-3/招 interest； plus- a 
commission of 1/20% monthly on the highest overdraft during that month. 

Z
S i s u s u a l

 挝比
 l o a n s

 in France, it would be set up on a 90 day basis 
but subject to renewal. ‘ 



6) England. The London Branch of the Chase National Bank 
took up with the British Exchange Control authorities the question of 
thair making a Sterling loan to 1H0, to be repaid out of the future 
contributions of the Brit i sh - -Goyernment. The British Exchange Control 
refused to grant permission to our Bpanch to make the loan on the 
grounds that it was the definite policy of the authorities in England 
to discourage loans of this nature, where the borrowing organization 
is in a position to provide collateral in the form of hard currencies 
such as Dollars and Swiss francs. They went so far as to say that the 
official view is that when there is a shortage of other currencies such 
as Sterling, provision should be made for thoir Sterling needs by thè 
sale of the hard currencies. The official in question went on to say 
that this was not a case where facilities were required to tide them 
over for a few oonths pending receipt of Sterling contributions, pointing 
out that the repayment might not be forthcoming until the end of 1951. 
Our London Manager sought to make clear the distinction between "WHO, 
which is an international and charitable organization, and commercial 
corporations,, in an effort to persuade the Exchange Control that an 
exception might properly be made in this case. The reply was that the 
policy enunciated was entirely in accord with the Treasury's established 
practice, and that a number of applications of this nature from other 
similar organizations had also been refused. It would appear, therefore, 
that for the present at least the answer we received is final, unless 
you can suggest some other approach. 

"In addition to the charges made by our correspondents, our charge 
for guaranteeing the foreign loans and for handling the transaction 
will be a flat commission of 1/2 of 1%. In connection with the French 
Franc loan,池ich would be handled by our ото Paris Office, however, we 
shall be glad to waive all charges in New York, 

n

I hope that this will give you a clear picture of î iiat can and 
cannot be done. If your Executif Board decides in favor of borrowing 
in the countries where loans are authorized^ we should be very pleased 
to handle the transactions for you. Please be sure to let me know if 
there are any questions which remain unanswered." 

Extract from letter of 13 January 1950 from the 
Chase National Валк, New York 

"We have just received a cable from the Mercantile Bank of India 
in Singapore reporting that despite our further explanations as to the 
purpose of the loan to you in Straits pounds, the Exchange Control has 
refused to give their approval. The situation stands therefore 
as described in my letter of December 27th." 



LLOYDS & NATIONAL PROVINCIAL FOREIGN B.iNK LIMITED 

GENEVE, 14th January 1950. 

HJÏW/BM 

The Acting Assistant Director-General, 
Department of Administration & Finance 
World Health Organization 
GENEVA 

Dear Sir, 

We refer to your letter cf 21st December, Ref.！F 8-1 Lloyds, Geneva, 
and are now in a pesitien to confirm the telephone conversation Triiich wo had 
with Mr. Riley ti/vo days ago. 

Y o u

 will appreciate that we have had very little time in which to 
negotipt® for modifications or improvements, but our enquiries by cable and 
letter have resulted in the following offers 

Pounds Sterling, Owing to the attitude cf the Bank of England ш are 
unable to effer. 

French Francs. Agreement in principle has been obtained from the Office 
des Change sj Parir, for an advance of about Fr Fn 7,000,000.- for a period of 
( ne yoar. ТЫ rat j que tod was 6 1 / 2 窝 - 7 1 / 2 多 . 

D-nxsh Kroner. The Danish Contrcl's permission tc make an advance cf the 
Uünish equivalent of US |150,000.- has been obtained, facilities to be 
operative for the financial year of 1950, subject to termination by the 
lenders giving one month's notice. Rate cf interest 5 1/2窝 per annum 
free of commission. 

Straits Dollars. Contrcl authority has not bean obtained : we arc unable 
to offer. 

Indian Rupees. We have Bombay agreement tc grant overdraft facilities to the 
extent cf the equivalent of US |100,000._ Rate of interest Л% per annum. 
Details remain to be finalised, and the offer is subject to an enquiry on 
proposes facilities submitted by the Chase Bank, New York, about a month 
age. 

• _ .11 ̂yiiiP II '• I ‘ ш .1 • 

Egyptian Control authority for overdraft facilities for 
Egjrptian £35)000 obtained subject to the -oroviso that repayment will be 
received in Sgfpt in US dollars if the overdraft is not settled within 
12 months. Rato A% por annum. 
• It

 T 7 i 1 1

 be understood that the abevo offers are made subject to 
final confirmatiu-i, and if the Executive Board of the World Health 

0

 切 use our services W3 shall, of course, endeavour to r i s

 ü possible. Wo aro at your disposal to amplify 
'to assist in ovory way possible. 

Yours faithfully. 

Crpanization don 
arrange better to 
the submissions n 

MANAGER 


